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GRANDE MASSIV WITH ASH LIP

The Altech Grande Massiv with ash lip is the biggest

powerhouse in the Altech assortment. This stove has a

robust appearance, yet features the same heat storage

capacity as traditional, solid soapstone stoves. Despite its

significant size, the stove does not take up much more floor

space than any other conventional wood-burning stove.

This makes the Massiv a suitable choice for virtually any

house. This makes the Massiv a suitable choice for virtually

any house.

Aansluiting Pijp / Raccordement conduit: On top

Breedte / Largeur: 82

Diepte / Profondeur: 63

Gewicht / Poids: 1120

Hoogte / Hauteur: 161

Pijp Diameter / Diamètre conduit: 150

Rendement : 84,3

Vermogen / Puissance: 4-11

Warmte afgifte / Volume chauffé: 48-210
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PRODUCT BESCHRIJVING

Mass of soapstone for optimum heat release

The Grande Massiv features a mass of over 1000 kilograms of soapstone. The soapstone ensures a delightful, gradual heat release,

which means the stove can release heat for hours after the fire has been extinguished. The soapstone ensures a delightful, gradual

heat release, which means the stove can release heat for hours after the fire has been extinguished.

The Grande Massiv with ash lip is the big brother of the Massiv, featuring an extra layer of soapstone. The larger the soapstone mass

of a stove, the better its heat storage capacity and the longer the soapstone stove can release heat. That way, you can enjoy the gentle

heat of soapstone for even longer.

The Grande Massiv is available in different varieties

The Massiv series consists of 2 different models. All models have the same base, but feature different details in their appearance. The

Grande Massiv is a sleek soapstone stove that can be expanded with an ash lip and a layer of soapstone (at an added charge).

The Grande Massiv is available in natural soapstone with anthracite cast iron or in uniform black soapstone with black cast iron.

Built by hand

Delivering a 1000-kilogram fireplace in one piece is rather inconvenient. That is why the Grande Massiv soapstone stove with ash lip is

built on site, The combustion chamber is surrounded by a steel frame, which is clad with soapstone blocks. This is how, step by step,

the Massiv is built.

Curious about the Altech Grande Massiv soapstone wood-burning stove?

Experience the delightful heat and take a look at this stove in the showroom of one of our dealers.


